. Summary of information about interpreter execution, need for assembly language, and linking .... 13 The lowest level of graphics software is called basic software.
Basic software accepts only the most primitive plotting commands for controlling a plotter. At this level of programming the type o-f plotting device being used becomes a factor in the programs because different plotters perform different functions within the plotter hardware itself. Typical basic software provides the capability for drawing a line between two locations and for plotting a symbol at a specified location.
B. -Device Independence
Device independence for computer graphics software means that, the programs are applicable on all graphics output devices -pen plotters, ink jet plotters, storage tube displays, raster CRT displays, dot-matrix printers, etc. Unfortunately the different makes and models of plotting devices do not respond to the same instruction protocols, and even when equivalent instructions (e.g. draw a line) are sent to different devices, the resulting images may be quite different. A line on a low resolution raster CRT is just not the same as a fine line drawn by a pen plotter, and a filled polygon on a color CRT is not the same as a crosshatched polygon drawn with a pen. The goal of producing exactly the same image on all devices is thus unattainable and can only be approximated.
One approach to the problem of device-independence is to define a graphics processing language with which images can be defined abstractly in terms of a set of well-defined primitives. These abstract images can then be approximated as closely as possible by interpreters which generate display processor code to control the individual devices.
Efforts to design standards for graphics processing have produced two quite sophisticated systems, CORE C13 and GKS C33. These standards define graphics languages, data structures, and device characteristics for very general purposes.
Other earlier languages, usually associated with a particular manufacturer (e.g. CalComp, Tektronix, Hewlett-Packard), had to suffice for the applications programmer while the comprehensive standards were being developed.
The JKPLOT system follows the general direction of the most primitive parts of the CalComp system.
C. -Graphics Metafiles
The most elementary way to control a plotting device is for a program to include graphics language statements that cause a primitive (line, symbol, etc.) to be drawn by the plotter immediately upon execution of that statement.
Device independence can be obtained by locating the code for interpreting the graphics statements and producing the particular device protocol (display processor code) in a distinct section of the program or in a separate library linked to the program.
To change devices the programmer merely replaces the graphics interpreter code (or device driver) -for one device with that -for another. This mcathod can be called the direct mode of plotter control.
Another method of plotter control is to translate the graphics image into a representation in an intermediate language and store this representation in a -file, called an intermediate plot -file or graphics metafile.
(See Section V for an extended discussion of the JKF'LOT metafile© and examples of their use.) An inter--mediate language interpreter is then used to read this file, translate the intermediate language into display processor code for a particular device, and display the picture.
One of the advantages of this method is that a small part of a picture can be changed without the need for regenerating the whole plot. This method can be called the metafile mode of plotter control.
The JKPLQT system can be used in either the direct or metafile mode. All references to the plotting system are accomplished by setting certain parameters and then transferring control to line 30000 using a GOSUB instruction.
The particular graphics task is then performed and control is returned to the line following the GQSUE* instruction.
In the direct mode the device driver for a particular plotter is merged with the application program. When this merged program is executed the plotter instructions are sent directly to the output device.
To use the metafile mode the programmer merges a pseudo device driver at line 30000. The pseudo device driver, instead of sending instructions to a plotter, stores the intermediate language instructions in a disk file. Other programs then read these graphics metafile®, manipulate the images, and send the instructions to the plotter.
SECTION III. -THE JKPLOT PLOTTING SYSTEM
A.
-General Design Considerations
In order that the system be useful to users who are not sophisticated graphics programmers, design criteria for the plotting system were selected on the basis of simplicity, program transportability, and ease of incorporating program segments into new application programs. File compactness and processing speed were at times sacrificed so that the programming logic would adhere to a straightforward concept of the process of drawing pictures.
The main design criteria are:
i)
The programs should be self-contained and require the the incorporation of no commercial software packages.
ii) As much code as possible* should be in a high level programming language rather than assembly language, even at the expense of processing speed.
iii) All source code should be in the public domain.
iv)
The basic level of software should be device independent in the sense that the same instructions can be used -for all plotters.
v)
Modifications o-f the actual device drivers -for different devices should require a minimum of programming knowledge.
vi) The capacity for generating device-independent plot files should be provided.
B. -The Basic Plotting System
The unit of measurement for use with the basic plotting system was chosen to be inches. This means that pen position (or pseudo pen position in the case of a CRT) is specified in terms of inches of displacement from a fixed position called the plot origin and that character height is specified in inches.
If the user wants to plot a large plot on a CRT screen, the plot can be scaled to fit onto the screen.
Different versions of the basic plotting system are required for different plotting devices, but the programs are designed so that drivers can be easily modified for a variety of plotters.
The plotting functions included in the basic system were designed to be compatible with a subset of the elementary plotting commands provided with the CalComp Host Computer Basic: Software C43 , a software package which is supplied with CalComp pen plotters.
Names of variables in the programs were chosen to match as closely as possible those used in the CalComp documentation.
The names of the standard subroutines, which are described in detail in the following section, are PLOTS, PLOT, NUMBER, SYMBOL, LINE, FACTOR, and NEWPEN. An additional command, COMMENT, is included to allow a programmer to include information in an intermediate plot file.
All calls to the basic graphics subroutines are accomplished by using the statement GOSUB 30000.
The particular function to be accomplished is specified by setting the value of the variable PRM'/.U).
The values used are l-PLOTS, 2-PLOT, 3-SYMBOL, 4-NUMBER, 5-LINE, 6-NEWPEN, 7-FACTOR, and 8-COMMENT. This convention is used so that a programmer can write a program using the device driver for one device, the IBM PC screen for instance, and then change the program to send the output to a different device, a Tektronix CRT for instance, by meres! y replacing the PC driver with the Tektronix driver, which also uses line number 30000 as an entry point for all subroutine calls. Drivers are provided for the PC screen (high resolution, low resolution, enhanced graphics, and Hercules graphics), Tektronix 4014 CRT, Zeta 3600S pen plotter, devices that use the Hewlett Packard GCL (HP 7550A platter), and Epson and Okidata printers with high or low resolution.
A pseudo device driver, CCMAKE.BAS, to write the plot commands to a file -for later plotting is also included.
All variables used in the basic plotting system have names beginning with the letters TK or ITK.
The user should avoid using variables beginning with these letters in the main body of the program so that permanent plotting parameters are not changed.
C. -The Elementary JKPLQT Instructions
The -functions performed by the basic software are described in terms of subroutine calls with arguments.
(Note that this description is for informative purposes only; it does not follow the BASICA syntax and cannot be used in a program.)
The arguments are listed in parentheses after the subroutine name. In order to call a specific subroutine, the user must assign a value to the variable PRIT/. (1) indicating which function is to be performed. Then values of the variables listed in parentheses must be assigned and a subroutine transfer made to line 30000 using the GOSUB instruction.
When the* graphics function has been performed, control of the program returns to the statement immediately following the GOSUB instruction.
The subroutines are described in the order of the value of PRIT/. (1) that specifies that routine.
1: PLOTS(XPAGE,YPAGE).
This routine initializes a plot and is called only once (before a call to any other graphics subroutine).
Execution of this command opens the plot output device through the computer's operating system, performs scaling calculations, and sets the clipping window.
Values of X (the horizontal coordinate) will be clipped at 0 and XPAGE, and values of Y (the vertical coordinate) will be clipped at 0 and YPAGE.
2: PLOT(TKXP,TKYP,TKIP"/.) .
This is the basic pen movement command. TKXP and TKYP are coordinates, in inches, from the current reference point (origin), of the position to which the pen is to be moved, and TKIP"/. is a signed integer which controls the pen status (up or down) and origin definition.
If TKIP/i ~ 2 the pen is down during movement, thus drawing a visible line.
If TKIP"/. « 3 the pen is up during the move.
If TKIP/i « -2 or ~-3, a new origin is established at the terminal position after movement is completed as if TKIP7. were positive. In this case the logical X,Y coordinates of the new pen position are set equal to zero, and this position is the reference point for succeeding movements.
If TKIP"/. « 999 the effects are the same as if TKIP7. were -3 except that the plot is terminated and the output device is closed.
The values of TKXP, TKYP, TKIP7-, and PRM'/. < 1) are not changed by this subroutine call.
If only one of the values is to be changed for the next call, the others need not be reassigned.
3: SYMBOL <TKXP, TKYP, TKHT, TKA* or TKIQX, TKD, TKCH'/.) . There are two formats for the symbol call: 1) the "standard" call, which can be used to draw text such as titles, captions, and legends; and 2) the "special" call, which is used to draw special centered symbols such as a box, octagon, rectangle, etc., for plotting data points.
The value of the variable TKCH"/. indicates whether the call is to the "standard" or the "special" form of the subroutine. A non-negative value of TKCH7. indicates a "standard" call for which the fourth parameter should be TKA$, and a negative value of TKCHX indicates a "special" call for which the fourth parameter should be TKIQ7..
For both the? "standard" and "special" calls, the pen is first moved to the position specified by TKXP and TKYP.
The size of the symbol in inches is specified by TKHT, and TKD specifies the angle, in degrees from the positive horizontal axis, at which the annotation is to be plotted.
If TKD = 0 the character<s) will be platted right side up and parallel to the horizontal axis.
In the "standard" call the text to be plotted is in the character variable TKA$ and may consist of any of the characters listed in Table 1 .
The number of characters in the string of text need not be specified because the plot driver counts the characters in the variable TKA*.
The values of TKXP and TKYP are the location of the lower left corner of the first character to be plotted.
If a character not in the acceptable character set is included in TKA$ a question mark is plotted in its place.
flFKPUZejot^38x .
BGLQVofkpuz49 + CHMRHbglqv05J-< DINSXchmrwl6t/-EJOTYdlnsx27) , > The length of the text in plot inches can be calculated by using the fact that each letter is exactly as wide as it is high. Hence a string of ten characters plotted with a height of 1/4 inches would be 2.5 inches long.
In the "special" call the symbol to be plotted is specified by the value of TKIQ7., which must take a value between 0 and 13. The symbol© corresponding to the values of TKI&r/. are listed in Table 2 .
If TKCH7. ~ -~1 the pen is up during the move, after which a single symbol is plotted, and if TKCHX is less than -1 , the pen is down during the move.
The symbol is centered at the position specified by TKXP and TKYP« 0 ~r Table 2 . Symbols for special SYMBOL call 4s NUMBER (TKXP, TKYP, TKHT, TKFPN, TKD, TKNDEC"/.) . This routine causes the floating point number in the variable, TKFPN, to be plotted in decimal format. The meanings of the arguments TKXP, TKYP, TKHT, and TKD are the same as those described for the "standard" subroutine SYMBOL.
The integer value in TKNDECX specifies the format and precision of the number to be plotted. If TKNDECX is greater than 0 it specifies the number of digits to the right of the decimal point that are to be converted and plotted after appropriate rounding. For example if the value in TKFPN is 12.3456 and TKNDECX is +2, the number plotted would be 12.35.
If TKNDECX ~ 0 only the number's integer portion and a decimal point are plotted after round!ng.
If TKNDECX * -1, only the number's integer portion is plotted, after round!ng, and if truncated from the 2 and TKNDEC'/.» -2 TKNDECX is less than -1 , -TKNDEC"/.-1 digits are integer portion after rounding. If TKFPN-143 then the number 14 would be plotted. 5i LINECTKNPTSX, TKLNTPX, TKIQX, TKHT, TKXARY, TKYARY).
The line subroutine produces a line plot of the pairs of data values in the arrays, TKXARY and TKYARY.
The coordinates in the two arrays are always in plot inches from the current origin (Note that this is in contrast to the standard CalComp LINE call).
The value* in TKNPTSX specifies the number of pairs of coordinates in the two arrays.
The value of the integer variable, TKLNTPX, indicates the type of line to draw through the data points, and the magnitude of TKLNTPX specifies the frequency of plotted symbols. For example if TKLNTPX = 4 every fourth data point is used in plotting the line; the other data points are ignored.
(Note that this is not exactly the way the CalComp library interprets this parameter.)
The pen is -first moved to the position specified by TKXARY (1) and TKYARY(l) in the up position. If TKLNTP7. » 0 then the remaining points are connected by straight lines, but no symbols are drawn. If TKLNTP"/. is not zero, symbols are drawn.
The symbol to be drawn is specified by the value of TKIQ7. (with the same meaning as in the "special" SYMBOL call), and the size of the symbol is specified by TKHT.
If TKLNTP7. is negative, no line segments are drawn; only the symbols are plotted -the frequency of the symbols used determined by the magnitude of TKLNTPX, as described above.
If TKLNTP"/. is positive, the symbols are drawn and are connected by straight lines. If the plotter being used has the capability of using more than one pen, this call will specify which pen is to be used in subsequent plotting system calls.
The value of TKPN7. is initialized to 1 by the initial call to PLOTS.
7s FACTOR(TKRFACT).
The factor subroutine causes all subsequent pen movements to be enlarged or reduced by a factor, TKRFACT. If TKRFACT 2.0 the plotting movements will all be twice normal size, and if TKRFACT -0.5 the movements will be half normal size.
TKRFACT is initialized to l.O by the initialization call to PLOTS.
8s COMMENT<TKCMT$).
This routine causes no plotting. It is included so that comments can be sent to the plotting system. Some possible uses of this command are to send information about the progress of a plot to the PC screen when the output device is a Tektronix 4014 or to include information about the function being performed in an intermediate plot file being generated. indicates whether the SYMBOL call is "standard" (>«0) or "special " «0) . TKNDECX specifies the number of decimals to be plotted in a NUMBER call. LINE < TKNPTS7., TKLNTP"/., TK I Q7», TKHT , TKX ARY, TKYARY)......... PRM7. < 1) -5 TKXARY,TKYARY is the array of data coordinates. TKNPTS7. is the number of points in the data array. TKLNTPX specifies the type of line to be drawn through the data points C(0)line/no symbols, (>0>1ine-fr-symbols,«0)symbols/no Iine3 and the increment between entries in the data array. TKIQ7.
SUMMARY OF STANDARD CALLING SEQUENCES PLOTS ( XPAGE , YPAGE
is the integer equivalent of the centered symbol to be plotted. TKHT is the height of symbols to be plotted. TKCMT$ is the variable containing the comment. The CalComp basic plotting system has a subroutine called WHERE with arguments TKRXPAGE and TKRYPAGE. This routine returns the present position of the pen in plot inches -from the current reference point. There is no need -for such a call in the JKPLOT plotting system because the values o-f the variables TKRXPAGE and TKRYPAGE are global in the sense that they can be used -for calculation anywhere in the calling program.
The user must be sure not to modify these values or the results o-f subsequent plot movement commands will be unpredictable.
D. -De-fault Scaling
There are two procedures used in de-fault mode -for scaling a picture.
Because the actual size of-a picture produced on the PC screen or Tektronix 4014 terminal depends on the size o-f the monitor, the term "plot inches" is not meaningful for these devices.
Default calculations for these drivers scale the plot to produce the largest aspect-preserving image that can be drawn in the CRT screen.
The aspect ratio of a rectangle is the ratio of the width to the height. Without aspect-preservation a square might be drawn as a tall, thin rectangle.
For "inch-type" plotters, i.e. devices for which the term "plot inches" is meaningful (HP and Zeta plotters, Epson and Okidata printers), the plot produced is the size specified by the parameters XPAGE and YPAGE unless the plot scaled this way would be too big for the plotter.
In this case the user is warned that the plot is too big and is being reduced to a size that will fit on the plotter.
More advanced capabilities of the basic plotting system include plot-coordinate windowing, screen-coordinate viewport/clipping, plot rotation, and plot centering and allow the placement of a number of different plots at different locations within a larger plot. These capabilities will be described in Section VII.
SECTION IV. -STRUCTURE AND USE OF THE JKPLOT DEVICE DRIVERS
A. -Direct vs. Metafile Mode There are two elementary ways to use the plot drivers described in this paper.
The most direct way is to write a program in BASICA, accessing the plotting subroutines by setting the parameters described in Section III-C.
The driver for a specific plotting device can then be merged with this program, and when the program is executed, the plot will be drawn on the output device. Another way is to write the same BASICA program but merge the pseudo device driver, named CCMAKE.BAS, into the program. This procedure will produce an intermediate plot file of Calcomp-like commands.
The intermediate plot file is an ASCII file containing on each line the name of the plot subroutine to be called along with the parameter values to be set before transfer to the plot subroutines.
Each method of using the plotting system has advantages. The method that sends the output directly to the plotting device has the advantage of immediacy; the product of the program is immediately available for viewing when the program is run. On the other hand, the method that uses the intermediate plot file allows the user to make a number of plots with the same page size and then send them all to the plotter at the same time -a system for overlaying individual plots. The knowledgeable user can also use a standard ASCII file editor to change aspects of a plot by editing the intermediate plot file. Examples of both of these methods will be given in the following section.
B. -Code Modules
Because the plot drivers for different plotters have much code in common, the programs were written in modular form so that the overlapping parts would not have to be repeatedly listed. The device-independent code is named PLTDRV.BAS. This code contain© the line to which all graphics calls must transfer (line 30000) and does most of the graphics calculations. The device dependent sections of code all start at line 35000 and contain the code that translates the general graphics functional requirements into the proper protocol for a particular device. This device specification code performs three general functionss <1) device initialisation, <2) pen (or pseudo pen) movement, either with pen up or down, and (3) plot termination.
It also contains a section that declares the device characteristics.
As mentioned earlier all variables in the plot driver routines start with the letters TK or ITK. The user should be careful not to use variables starting with these letters in an application program. Also, lines 10-100 are reserved for use by the plot driver for driver code that must appear in a program before other executable code. Because the drivers themselves start at lines 30000 and 35000, the user should avoid using line numbers between 10 and 100 or between 30000 and 40000 in an application program.
C. -Direct Mode
To construct a complete device driver for use in the direct plotting mode the user must first load the device independent part of the code, PLTDRV.BAS, and then merge the device specification code. The device driver is thcsn resident in the computer memory and can be saved into a disk file for later merging into an applications program. The names of the device specification subroutines included with this report are listed in Table 5 .
When the device-specific code for the high or low resolution PC screen, Tektronix 4014, or Zeta or Hewlett Packard plotters is merged with PLTDRV.BAS, the resulting driver is complete and self contained in the sense that when the applications code is merged with this driver, the program can be executed either through the When the device independent graphics module, PLTDRV.BAS, is merged with the device dependent code for the printers and the PC screen with enhanced graphics or Hercules graphics, the resulting drivers are not complete.
For the printers a bitmap image of the plot must be constructed in the computer memory, a task that requires the use of more memory than is available using only the BASIC language.
The code that allocates memory for and stores the printer image was written in assembly language, and the drivers can only be used with compiled programs.
The Hercules and enhanced graphics programs for the PC screen require the use of system interrupts which are accomplished via an assembly language module.
Different procedures are required for use with Microsoft QuickBasic. Changes in these procedures are discussed in Section IX and Appendix B.
There are two assembly language programs for storing the bitmaps for the printer programs, BITMAP2.ASM and BITMAPS.ASM. BITMAP2.ASM is used for the low resolution plots, and BITMAPS.ASM is used for the high resolution plots.
Both of these programs use macros which are stored in files named MACI.MAC AND MAC2.MAC. The assembly language modules for the hercules and enhanced graphics systems are called HERCASM.ASM and EGAASM.ASM, respectively.
Use of the printer drivers requires that the the applications program be first merged with the device independent code and the device specification code.
This procjram must then be saved in a disk file and compiled. Also, the appropriate BITMAP program must be assembled using a macro assembler.
Then the resulting object code must be linked.
The linker, however, will not expect such large memory allocation.
To control the linker another assembly language program, LN.ASM, must be assembled into object code.
The program, LN.ASM, does not perform any graphics -function; its -function is solely to control the allocation o-f memory by the linker.
A-fter assembling LN.ASM, the three object modules must be specified -for the linker in the order, PROGRAM 4-LN + BITMAP.
The resulting run module is then ready -for execution.
To compile and link the programs -for the Hercules and enhanced graphics systems the compiled modules can be linked without recourse to the link-controlling program, LN.ASM. To use the plot system in metafile mode, the user first merges the pseudo device driver, CCMAKE.BAS, with the applications program. This program can then be executed through the interpreter or compiled.
The result of executing this code is a disk file containing the intermediate language instructions for drawing the plot.
In order to send the plot to a particular device, a program that reads the plot metafile and sends the proper device protocol to the device must be constructed by merging a file-reading program with the appropriate device driver described above.
Three such file-reading application programs are supplied on the disk accompanying this report, FILDRV1.BAS, FILDRV2.BAS, and FILDRV3.BAS.
The resulting program is essentially an application program for which the application is reading an intermediate plot file.
The most elementary file-reading program, FILDRVl.BAS, will read a single plot file and cause a plot to be made using de-fault values -for all the plot system parameters. FILDRV2.BAS allows overlaying o-f up to 10 plots with the same page size and also the selection o-f a window to plot only a portion o-f the whole plot. FILDRV3.BAS is a menu-controlled program which exercises many o-f the more sophisticated capabilities o-f the JKPLOT system. Use o-f these drivers is discussed in more detail in Section VIII.
Log -files showing the procedures used to merge and compile drivers, applications programs, and meta-f i le-reading drivers using the elementary BASICA compiler are in Appendix A, and changes in the procedures -for using Microso-ft QuickBasic are discussed in Appendix B.
SECTION v, EXAMPLES USING THE ELEMENTARY PLOT SYSTEM
For the -following examples it will be assumed that the user has constructed a PC screen high resolution driver by merging the programs PLTDRV.BAS and PCSPECH.BAS, saving the merged program in a -file named PCDRVH.BAS. It is also assumed that a program, FILPCH1.BAS, -for reading an intermediate plot -file and drawing the image on the PC screen, has been made by merging the PC driver, PCDRVH.BAS, with the -file-reading program, FILDRV1.BAS. For speedy plotting, the program, FILPCH1.BAS, should be compiled.
(See Appendices A and B -for log -files showing procedures -for accomplishing these tasks and -for using the programs in Examples 1 and 2.)
The -first example plot is very simple one.
The plot consists o-f a 5 inch by 5 inch square box with the message, EXAMPLE, in .25 inch letters centered in the box.
A listing o-f a BASIC program, EXAMPLEl. BAS, which will produce this plot -follows. The user can merge the particular device driver (in this example, the PC driver) with the program, EXAMPLE1.BAS, by entering the commands LOAD "EXAMPLE1 BAS" and MERGE "PCDRVH.BAS". The program can then be executed by entering the command, RUN.
The PC screen will clear and the picture will be drawn on the screen.
When the picture is complete, the computer will sound a short "beep", indicating the completion.
The result of running this program is shown in Figure 1 .
To remove the picture from the screen, the user must press the <ESCAPE> key, and computer returns to the BASIC system. The reason for the requirement for pressing the <ESCAPE> key without any screen prompt is that the-? user may want to make a copy of the picture on the printer.
If one has the appropriate software, the screen image can be sent to the printer by entering special keyboard entries.
Any prompting for the <ESCAPE> key entry would add the prompt message to the picture, and this prompt would be plotted along with the desired picture. This capability is very valuable if the user has constructed a large, complicated plot and just wants to make a few changes or to add extra documentation without regenerating the whole file. 100  110  120  130  140  ISO  160  170  180  190  200  210  220  230  240  250  260  270  280  290  300  310  320  330  340  350  360  370  380  390  400  410  420  430  440  450  460  470  480  490  491  500  510  520  530  535  540  550  560  570 'program to demonstrate use o-f basic plot system OFIL*«"EXAMPLE2.PLT" DIM X(100),Y(100),D*(5),QT$<5) 'set page size and initialize plot XPAGE«1Q: YPAGE-10: PRM7. <!)=!: GOSUB 3OOOO 'draw outline and -four subareas TKXP=0: TKYP»0: TKI P'/.«3: PRM7. < 1) =2: GOSUB 30000 TKXP«0: TK YP« 10: TK I P'/.«2: GOSUB 30000 TKXP=10:TKYP«10:GOSUB 30000 TKXP»10:TKYP*Q:GOSUB 30000 TKXP»0:TKYpaO:GOSUB 30000 TK XP«5: TKYP=0: TK I P'/.=3: GOSUB 30000 TKXP-5: TKYP= 10: TK I P'/.«2: GOSUB 30000 TKXP»0: TKYP=5: TK I P7.=3: GOSUB 30000 TKXP»1Q: TKYP=5: TKIP7. Every plot produced by the JKPLOT system has associated with it a page size specified by the values of the variables XPAGE and YPAGE in the initial call to the routine named PLOTS. Any plot instructions that, would cause the plotter to draw beyond these page boundaries are clipped at the boundaries. By manipulating the values of XPAGE and YPAGE, the current reference point (or origin) , and the current expansion -factor (set by the FACTOR command) a user can make the entire plot appear anywhere on the plotting surface or can cause a magnified image o-f a rectangular subset of the plot to appear at the lower left corner of the plot page.
In computer .jargon the process of selecting a rectangular subset of the plot to be displayed is call "windowing" and the magnification of an image is called "zooming".
The following intermediate plot file, which produces the plot in Figure 4 , will be used as a basis for examples showing how windowing and zooming can be accomplished by simple editing of the file before plotting.
More sophisticated methods of accomplishing these same tasks from within an application program are shown by example in the programs FILDRV2.BAS and FILDRV3.BAS and are discussed in Section VIII.
our examples of windowing and zooming are shown in Figure 5 . Each of the examples was produced by replacing the first line (PLOTS, 10, 10) of the intermediate plot file for Figure 4 with the instructions shown in the middle and right columns of Figure 5 . The replacement code for accomplishing the tasks demonstrated on the PC screen is shown in the middle column, and that for accomplishing the same tasks for a pen plotter (Zeta or HP) is shown in the right column. The reason for the necessity of using different replacement code for the PC screen and pen plotters is that the default scaling procedures for screens and "inch-type plotters" is different, as explained in Section III-D. The plot driver subroutine, PLTDRV.BAS, was written in terms of plot windows and screen viewports, a standard graphics procedure, In default mode the assignment of these windows and viewports is accomplished automatically, without being visible to the user, when the elementary CalComp~like plot commands are used. The more sophisticated user, however, may wish to specify these values explicitly to obtain more complex plot output than is possible using only the elementary commands.
The reader should be warned that use of these more advanced features requires an understanding of some basic graphics concepts. The drivers are not self-correcting, and erratic results may be obtained when improper specifications are used. Good discussions of the use of windows and viewports are available in Giloi C23 and Hopgood, Duce, Gallop, and Sutcliffe C33.
A string variable of length thirteen, TKST$, is used to record the status characters indi cati ng parti cular f 1 ags is 0, of variables within the device drivers. Each of the in TKST$ is a flag which can take on the value 0 or 1 the present state of the driver with respect to a function. The default value for each of the thirteen indicating that the device driver is to perform the ### *## * * * *## *########### *-a***********Î mage after modification modification modification for PC screen for Zeta platter The image resulting on a PC screen is shown in the left column; the replacement, code for producing the images on the PC screen is in the middle column;! and the replacement code far accomplishing the same task with a pen p1 atter is in the right co1umn.
corresponding -function automatically.
A -flag value o-f 1 indicates that a -function (such as initialization or setting o-f windows or viewports) has been performed either by a previous run through the driver or externally in an application program, or that alternative calculations (such as plot centering, plot rotation, or selection o-f alternate paper sizes) are to be performed within the plot system.
A particular flag is identified by the position of the corresponding character within the variable TKST*. For instance flag 2 is the second character in TKST$ and can be evaluated using the BASICA function MID*<TKST*,2,1). A short description of the function controlled by each flag follows. A programmer may want to manipulate this flag to substitute an alternate character generator for the standard one supplied with the dri ver.
Flag 2 is the total picture initialization flag.
A programmer may want to construct a picture using more than one intermediate plot file, in which case this flag must be set to 1 for all but the first plot. When this flag is 0 the output device is initialized (e.g. the CRT screen is cleared or the parameters for a pen plotter are reset to default values).
Flag 3 controls the assignment of the viewport for the total picture. When multiple plots are included in a picture each plot is assigned its own viewport within the frameport (viewport for the whole picture).
If this flag is zero the frameport is set to the whole screen for CRTs and to the minimum of the device limits or the window size for other plotters.
(See Section III-D for an explanation of default scaling procedures.)
If a programmer sets this flag to 1 in an application program, the total picture viewport must also be set in that program.
Flag 4 is the current window flag.
The default window for a plot is the rectangular area specified by the limits 0-XPAGE for the horizontal coordinate and 0-YPAGE for the vertical coordinate. If flag 4 is 0 the plot system assigns the default window to the plot being processed.
A programmer may wish, however, to select a rectangle within the full window and display only that part of the plot within the selected rectangle.
In graphics jargon this process is called "windowing".
Flag 4 must be set to 1 if a programmer elects to control "windowing" in an application program.
Flag 5 is the current viewport flag.
Each plot within a picture can be assigned its own viewport.
If flag 5 is zero, a new plot is assigned the present value of the current viewport, and if the current viewport has not been assigned (the case -for the -first plot of a picture) it is given the value of the total picture viewport.
In other words the default viewports are set equal to the frameport.
If a programmer wishes to change the viewport when a new plot is initialized, -flag 5 must be set to 1.
Flag 6 controls the graphics mode initialization of the output device.
If flag 6 is 0, the plot driver will set the output device to graphics mode.
Otherwise this mode initialization must be accomplished in the application program.
Flag 7 determines whether the plot system will adjust the scale factors to preserve the aspect (or shape) of the plot.
If a square window and a horizontally long rectangular viewport are selected for a plot, the raw scaling calculations will cause the square to be stretched in the horizontal direction to fill the viewport. For aspect-preserving scale factors, the viewport must be modified to represent the shape of the window.
If flag 7 is 0 the viewport will be modified to preserve shape; otherwise the raw scale factors will not be adjusted.
The modified viewport is called the clipping port in the JKPLQT system. If flag 7 is 1, flag 8 has no function; but if flag 7 indicates that the scale factors are to be modified to preserve shape, the actual area for plotting is a subrectangle of the specified viewport. Two reasonable alternatives for placing this subrectangle within the viewport are to center it or to place it in the lower left corner. A 0 value for flag 7 indicates that the subrectangle is to be placed in the lower left corner of the viewport; a value of 1 indicates it is to be centered.
Flag 9 is the rotation flag.
If a user wants to plot a tall, thin plot on a device that has a short, wide page shape, the resulting plot will occupy only a small portion of the output page.
If the plot is rotated 90 degrees, however, better utilization of the output page will occur.
If flag 9 is 0 no rotation will occur; if flag 9 is 1 the plot will be rotated 90 degrees.
Flag 10 is the paper size flag. Some plotters have more that one paper size available (e.g. the Hewlett Packard 7550A). When this flag is 1 the alternate paper size, as specified in the device specification code, is selected.
Flag 11 is reserved for use with applications of 3-dimensional plotting.
A 3~dimensional plotting system should provide the capability for locating a 2-dimensional plot in 3-dimensional space and then projecting the resulting image onto a two dimensional image plane.
In the JKPLQT plotting system the only reasonable place to trap the 2-dimensional coordinates for this type of transformation is in the plot driver.
Flag 11, which is not used now, allows for expansion of the plotting system to include this type of graphics call.
Flag 12 is the endplot -flag.
If a picture consists o-f the overlay o-f more than one subplot, the subplot instruction to terminate plotting must be ignored -for all but the last o-f the subplots. For the last o-f a sequence o-f subplots -flag 12 must be set to 0; otherwise it should have the value 1.
Flag 13 is the clipping enable -flag. When this -flag is 0 any instructions that would cause the pen (or pseudo pen) to move beyond the clipping window calculated by the most recent call to PLOTS are clipped at the boundary.
In some cases a user might want to override this de-fault setting and move the pen beyond the clipping boundary.
Such a situation would occur i-f the user is sending a number o-f plots to the Zeta plotter and wants to move the pen a -few inches beyond the boundary o-f the present plot in order to prepare the the beginning o-f the next plot. A value o-f 1 -for this -flag disables the clipping.
The system o-f thirteen graphics -function -flags adds great flexibility to the basic plotting system.
In default mode, however, all -flag manipulations are handled internally by the plotting system; the applications programmer need not be concerned with them.
SECTION VIII. -CAPABILITIES AND USE OF THE THREE FILE-READING PLOT DRIVERS, FILDRV1.BAS, FILDRV2.BAS, AND FILDRV3.BAS
The most elementary -file-reading plot program included in this report is FILDRV1.BAS. When this program is executed the user is asked -for the name o-f one intermediate plot -file. The program checks to see that the speci-fied -file exists and then sends the plot to the plotter. When the plot is -finished a beep is sounded and the user must press the <ESCAPE> key to terminate the plot.
Up to ten plot -files with the same page size can be plotted using the program, FILDRV2.BAS.
The user is prompted the names o-f up to ten plot -files.
I-f -fewer than ten -files are required the list can be terminated by entering a blank -file name.
As each -file name is entered the program checks to see that the -file exists and that the page size o-f all the -files is the same. The user is then asked i-f a window (subrectangle o-f the total plot) is to be selected.
I-f the user enters N (-for no) the program overlays the plots.
I-f the user enters Y (-for yes) to the window selection query, the boundaries o-f the window must be entered.
The program then plots that portion o-f the total plot within the window, scaled to the default viewport. When the last plot is finished a beep is sounded, and the user must press the <ESCAPE> key to terminate the plot.
The program then asks if another plot is to be made.
If the answer is N the program ends, and if the answer is Y the user is asked whether the same files are to be used. The user can then enter a new file list and/or a new window and proceed as before.
The more advanced driver, FILDRV3.BAS, is menu driven and allows the user to overlay up to teen plot -files, rotate the plot, center the plot, select alternate paper sizes, select windows and viewports, and to de-fine a non-de-fault scaling -factor.
The user is -first asked to insert up to 10 plot -file names as in the program FILDRV2.BAS.
A-fter the list of files has been entered the menu in Figure 6 (showing numbers used for the PC enhanced graphics screen) appears on the screen. Present selections are shown in upper case in this figure but are in reverse video on the screen.
Because of difficulties using the COLOR command to produce reverse video with the Hercules graphics, this driver will not work with the Hercules driver. Also, an "out of memory" error will occur when a user tries to merge FILDRV3.BAS, PLTDRV.BAS, and ZETASPEC.BAS to make a file-reading plot driver for the Zeta plotter. Enough memory can be made available by removing certain comments from the first two programs.
An example in Appendix A shows which comments to remove and how to remove them.
The user selects the function to be performed by pressing the key shown on the menu.
The centering, rotation, and paper size selections are toggle type selections requiring no further entries to accomplish the function to be performed.
If the user elects to specify a non-default window, viewport, or scale factor further numerical entries are required.
In this case the menu is erased and the screen shows the present location of the window, viewport, and clipping boundary.
The user is prompted for the numerical entry or entries at the bottom of the screen as shown in Figure 7 . The cursor showing the present state of the entry can be moved to the left or right using the numerical keyboard left and right arrow keys respectively.
If the user moves the cursor (either to the left or right) beyond the limits of an entry field, the cursor moves to the next field in the chosen direction.
If the <RETURN> key is pressed the cursor is moved to the next field to the right. When the cursor is moved to the right of the rightmost field, numerical entry is terminated and the new window, viewport, and clipping port are displayed on the screen.
If the user wants to re-enter the values the <ESCAPE> key must be pressed.
Depression of any other key accepts the new entries and returns to the main menu.
Interpretation of the window and viewport entries is straightforward, but interpretation of the user-specified scaling entry depends upon which kind of plotter is being used. The window limits are specified in plot inches, and the window must lie within the page limits.
The viewport limits are entered in inches if an "inch-type" plotter is being used or in device coordinates for non "inch-type" devices. For non "inch-type" plotters (e.g. screens for which the term "plot inches is not meaningful) a scale factor of 1 indicates that the selected window is scaled to the largest aspectpreserving size that will fit in the selected window. The user can select a scale factor between 0 and 1, reducing the resulting plot by that factor.
For example if the scale factor is set to .5, the plot will be one-half as large it would have been under default viewport-filling calculations.
For "inch-type" plotters a viewport larger than the window size can be specified, in which case the scale factor needed to fill the viewport is calculated.
For example if the window selected is 5 inches by 5 inches and the viewport is set to 10 inches by 10 inches, the maximum allowed scale factor, which will fill the viewport, is 2.
The user can select any value between 0 and the maximum scale factor value.
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The procedure for making a file reading device driver -for an Epson printer in high resolution is shown in Appendix B.
B.
PC Screen with enhanced graphics
The SCREEN command available in the BASICA compiler used -for development o-f the JKPLOT system cannot specify the enhanced graphics screen.
Access to the EGA screen is available only through the use o-f system interrupts, which requires the use o-f assembly language programs. This access is provided by the program, EGAASM.ASM.
The QuickBasic compiler allows the specification of the EGA screen and performs the standard graphics functions on that screen, and thus there is no need to use an assembly language program.
The program, QKEGASP.BAS (QuickBasic enhanced graphics specifications), is a device specification program very similar to PCSPECH.BAS and can be utilised in device drivers the same way as that program.
C. -PC SCREEN WITH HERCULES GRAPHICS
In Section IV-C, the procedures for compiling and linking the programs HERCSPEC.BAS and HERCASM.ASM with an application program were explained.
In that explanation it was noted that use of the link-controlling program, LN.ASM, was not required; however when using these programs with the QuickBasic compiler a linkcontrolling program is required.
The object module for such a program, PREFIX.OBJ, is provided with the QuickBasic compiler and can be used in the same way as the LN.OBJ abject module is used when compiling the printer drivers using the BASICA compiler.
SECTION X. -CONCLUSION
The JKPLOT basic plot system providers a simple graphics interface between an IBM PC compatible microcomputer and a variety of platting devices.
The programs are written in an elementary language and are structured to make it easy for a user to modify the system to fit unique needs.
APPENDIX A Session Logs Showing Use of the JKPLQT System
System responses are justified to the left margin; user entries are indented ten spaces;! comments are immediately preceded by semicolons^ and plots are indicated by centered notes delimited by asterisks at each end.
1.
Constructing a device driver for the high resolution PC screen. The communications object module is named GWCOM.OBJ in the QuickBasic system and must be substituted for the IBMCQM.QBJ module used when linking drivers for the Zeta, Hewlett-Packard, and Tektronix 4014 drivers. The QuickBasic compiler, however, utilizes much more of the capacity of the computer, and when there is need -for interfaces to assembly language programs, changes in the procedures may be necessary. Drivers in the JKPLQT system for which changes are necessary are the printer drivers (Epson and Okidata high and low resolution), the Hercules driver, and the enhanced graphics driver.
Loading, merging, and saving BASIC programs with the interpreter are all accomplished exactly as shown in Appendix A.
The QuickBasic system has a file editor that can be used for entering programs, and one might erroneously think that this editor can be used to accomplish the merging previously done with the interpreter.
The QuickBasic editor, however, can only insert an external file into the one being edited; it cannot merge BASIC programs in the same way the interpreter does because the order of the program statements after merging with the interpreter is determined by the line numbers in the merged parts. The QuickBasic editor pays no attention to line numbers when inserting or appending programs.
-Printer Drivers
The drivers for the Epson and Okidata printers construct a bitmap image of what is to be plotted within the computer memory before sending anything to the printer.
Because of the sise of the bitmap and the limited use of memory made by the IBM Compiler the bitmap construction programs were written in assembly language. The QuickBasic compiler can access all of available memoryenough to hold the bitmap -and thus there is no need for assembly language when using QuickBasic.
Included with the JKPLOT system are two programs, QKBIT8.BAS and QKBIT2.BAS, which take the place of the assembly language programs, BITMAPS.ASM and BITMAP2.ASM.
The appropriate QKBIT program must be merged with the BASIC printer driver, and compilation then proceeds in the standard way.
The following example shows the procedure for constructin a file reading plot driver for the Epson printer with high resolution. Corp 1983 Corp , 1984 Corp , 1985 Corp , 1986 . All rights reserved. ### **# returns to system after linking is completed ###*# C> 3. -Enhanccsd Graphics Driver
The QuickBasic compiler allows the specification of the EGA screen and performs the standard graphics functions on that screen., and thus there is no need to use an assembly language program.
The program, QKEGASP.BAS (QuickBasic enhanced graphics specifications), is a device specification program very similar to F'CSPECH.BAS and can be utilised in device drivers the same way as that program.
The following example shows how to compile the BASIC program, EXAMPLE1 BAS, for execution in direct mode. Corp 1983 Corp , 1984 Corp , 1985 Corp , 1986 . All rights reserved. # * * *# * returns to system after linking is completed # * * *#
C>
-Hercules Graphics
The programs and procedures for compiling and using Hercules graphics with QuickBasic are the same as those used with the IBM BASIC compiler except linking.
In QuickBasic the linker is more complex, and a special object module, PREFIX.OBJ, is supplied with the system to control the link order when using assembly language programs.
The fallowing example shows how to construct a file reading device driver for Hercules graphics using QuickBasic. Corp 1983 Corp , 1984 Corp , 1985 Corp , 1986 . All rights reserved. ****** returns to system after linking is completed *****
